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• We had a 17.9% trap occupancy rate (3,748 total 
captures for 20,970 total trap nights)

• 11 species were detected (Mexican ground squirrels 
were unique to the SAV and northern pygmy mice 
were unique to the ES)

• We had 301 captures of 227 northern pygmy mice 
across 6 grids, 551 captures of 242 hispid pocket 
mice/Mexican spiny pocket mice across 23 grids, 
103 captures of 60 southern plains woodrats across 
8 grids, 612 captures of 209 northern grasshopper 
mice across 11 grids, 1229 captures of 444 white-
footed mice across 22 grids, 539 captures of 462 
Merriam’s pocket mice across 17 grids, and 429 
captures of 186 hispid cotton rats across 5 grids

• Sampling methods, such as grid size, trap spacing, 
and number of replicates, will be assessed through 
further testing

Our monitoring system will allow us to determine 
effects of factors that threaten the productivity of our 
native rangelands, factors such as drought, disease, 
invasive plants, and non-native animals.
Partners: Institute of Renewable Natural Resources and 
Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute

Change is inevitable – except from a vending machine. 
- Robert C. Gallagher

East Foundation lands are the cornerstone to our 
charitable program.  The development of a durable 
system to detect change or trends in vegetation, 
bird, mammal, and herp communities over time will 
equip landowners with reliable, management-based 
information.  Our monitoring system will be aimed at 
detecting changes due to short-term and long-term, 
planned (cattle grazing or prescribed fire) and unplanned 
(hurricanes) disturbances on our lands.

We began to evaluate the 
most cost-effective methods 
to monitor trends in small 
mammals, breeding birds, 
reptiles, owls and nightjars, 
autumn raptors, bats, and 
vegetation on the San Antonio 
Viejo (SAV) and El Sauz (ES) 
ranches in 2013.  Our process 
includes a thorough review of 
the existing literature; testing 
various sampling methods appropriate for quantifying 
the distribution, abundance and diversity of vegetation 
and wildlife; and initial data collections and analyses.

Here, we focus on our monitoring efforts related to 
small mammals.  During 2014:
• 26 trapping grids were completed (18 on the SAV 

and 8 on the ES)

Monitoring Changes to Foundation Lands
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Small mammal trapping data from 18 grids on the San Antonio Viejo 
Ranch and 8 grids on the El Sauz Ranch during 2014.


